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believe in freedom, not in ' discreetly regulated freedom V
as a modern Fabian once charmingly described it.
But we cannot avoid the conclusion that his psycho-
logy was out of joint.    Without a moment's hesitation
he severs the pleasure from  the  action which accom-
panies it :  thus he is perpetually dealing in an abstrac-
tion which is really non-existent when taken in isolation.
Having made this abstraction, he continues to chop and
carve it with the surgeon's knife, analysing it into all
manner  of  simple   and   complex  pleasures.    But the
abstraction should never have  been made.i Pleasure
cannot be dissociated from the natural functioning of
man.    A man has the natural instinct to live, to love, to
eat, to drink, to think, to make things, and to rest.
Pleasure comes to him when he can fulfil these instincts
or desires without let or hindrance : it is the inseparable
companion of unimpeded action, while pain is the com-
rade of repression and denial.,} As Aristotle has so wisely
said, you ca^ot^^arate^^a^r^f^^
than you can skim-the bloom, from _the face p£ youth.
To~~quote  Sir  Leslie  Stephen again,1    * The pleasures
of   action    are    deliberately   omitted,    for   Bentham
pointedly gives the " pains " of labour as a class without
corresponding pleasure ;   and thus, though indicative, I
think, of a very serious error, is characteristic rather
of his method of analysis than of bis real estimate of
pleasure.    Nobody could have found more pleasure than
Bentham in intellectual labour, but he separated the
pleasure    from   the   labour.    He    therefore    thought
labour as such a pure evil, and classified the pleasure as a
pleasure of " curiosity "/    Anyone whom the industrial
system has ever permitted to do work in which he is
interested, which is not tainted with commercialism, and
of which he is an independent and responsible master,
^ English Utilitarians, Vol. I, p. 253.

